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SPECIAL 10TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE WITH INDIEGOGO
This special edition of Storytech’s annual CES Trends Briefings is created in partner with Indiegogo Enterprise, in honor of
their 10th Anniversary. With a thought in mind of celebrating the return to corporate innovation, this document will highlight
some of the exciting ways that companies large and small are working together to create a new world. While you’ll be
covering the 2.5 million square feet of the Consumer Electronics Show (CES), we’ll be covering the trends that will impact
consumer behaviors, businesses and content creators for years to come...
At CES 2018, with the help of StoryTech and Indiegogo Enterprise, invention, imagination, and innovation all come together
in one space—get ready to experience it like never before.

© 2018 StoryTech. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

Meta Trend: THE NEW FACE OF INNOVATION: THE WORLD IS MY CO-LAB
Corporate innovation is dead. Long live corporate innovation! As the world grows larger, so does our interaction with it. Kicked to
the curb are companies leading with a principle of exclusivity. Meanwhile, those companies turning to the global idea pool and its
consumers are finding success. In alignment with Henry Chesbrough’s philosophies, corporations are beginning to adopt a policy
of Open Innovation—a term which originally referred to as “a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external
ideas as well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as the firms look to advance their technology”.1
in a product they have interest in. Through this, companies
can decide whether to go forward with a product or go back
to the drawing board.

38% of the 200 leading companies own innovation
centers in some sort of global technology hub.2

For some, this model has proved wildly successful. For
example, father-son duo Cedar and Stuart Anderson invented
Flow Hive, a tool designed to make it simpler for beekeepers to
extract honey from bee hives. Through Indiegogo, the two set
their goal at $70,000. Rather than meeting it, they blew past
it, raising $13 million and receiving over 35,000 orders from
more than 100 countries.4 Given this data, the company could
confidently go forward with a product that met a previously
unaddressed need in their marketplace.

THE CRYSTAL BALL OF INNOVATION
Innovation frequently starts with a new idea which may or
may not lead to product. Ideally you’d like to look into the
future and determine a product’s path before you expend
resources. Innovation expert Eric Ries (inventor of The Lean
Startup) suggests that the way to accomplish this is to break
the product down into features which map to tiny, individually
salable pieces (which he calls the MVP or Minimum Viable
Product), then try to sell those pieces.

FFAAS FAILING FAST AS A SERVICE
— A CASE STUDY

ENTER CROWDFUNDING AS A TEST
PLATFORM

Major crowdfunding platform Indiegogo has an Enterprise
division designed to help large corporations test product
innovations in a real-world environment. This is achieved by
helping the corporation set up, run, and interpret the results
of each of their tests. For example, Procter & Gamble recently
tested a revolutionary new air freshener product called AIRIA
on Indiegogo. The product used ink-jet printing technology
to release teeny-tiny scent drops that were then conveyed
through the natural airflow of one’s home. Naturally, it has

What do marriage, casinos, and innovation have in common?
They all involve risk. Large and established companies face
specific challenges with product testing. A failure can impact
stock prices, brand affiliations and careers. To help alleviate
that risk, crowdfunding allows companies to get feedback
from customers in a product’s early stages. By creating a
compelling video, attaching a convincing product shot, and
demonstrating a prototype, customers can invest real money

“We must learn what customers really want, not what they say they want or what we think they should want.”
― Eric Ries, Author: The Lean Startup: How Today’s Entrepreneurs
Use Continuous Innovation to Create Radically Successful Businesses3

Indiegogo
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an IoT tie-in with the Airia app, which allows you to control
the scent intensity and turn Airia on and off. The test for the
product was limited to 50 pioneer packages at a 50% off
price of $100. The product sold out quickly (But wait, there’s
more! Interested customers can still join Airia’s Virtual
Advisory Board). The launch was soft and quiet, but gave
Procter & Gamble the space to learn some valuable lessons
at a very low price and with very little risk. The takeaway here
is that the launch with Indiegogo treated the product like an
internal startup. The goal for large companies, in working
with Indiegogo, is not to raise money, but to validate market
demand for their innovations and smarten their spending.
Other big names that have partnered with the platform:
General Electric raised $2.7 million for their countertop
ice-making machine, aimed in part at the segment of the
population that loves to chew ice. Hasbro has collaborated
on several game ideas as well, and even Atari is reportedly
jumping on the Indiegogo platform to test things out.

marketing initiatives, and evolving consumer needs. DNA
testing service 23andMe faced a temporary ban on marketing
its products to the public when they fell behind on their
communications with the FDA.6 Successful innovators will
seamlessly blend startups, regulatory specialists, capital
funding and large and powerful companies
to make third-wave products a
reality. A real world example:
Indiegogo has teamed up
with Arrow Electronics to
help entrepreneurs bring
their hardware projects to
life. Entrepreneurs on the
Indiegogo platform can apply
for the “Arrow Certification
Program” which allows Arrow to
review their campaign’s electronic
Indiegogo
and/or software design and verify that
it is feasible for manufacturing.7

Indiegogo

The old accelerator model, where large companies put a
few desks in a corner of their warehouse and tell startup
companies to get to it, are on the decline. New innovation
partnerships bring together the strengths of startups, and
the power, capital, and lobbying might of big companies.

INNOVATION REQUIRES CONSTANT
ADAPTION
Hackers work around the clock looking for new ways to
exploit data security weaknesses and loopholes. To win
the fight, IoT developers will need to work hard at creating
safe data spaces. As for security companies, they’ll need
to use machine learning to stay on top of the areas that
are most likely to be breached and constantly adapt to new
hacks and fixes as they arrive in real time. Enter CARTA
(continuous adaptive risk and trust assessment), a tool
that allows breaches to be recognized and taken down more
effectively. Here, partnership is key. IBM recently teamed
up with Indiegogo and Arrow to offer free IoT security and
analytics services to entrepreneurs who had been selected to
participate in the Arrow Certification Program. The services
allow entrepreneurs to focus on their areas of expertise while
the power of Big Blue keeps their data safe.11

OTHER INDIEGOGO HIGHLIGHTS:
• Bose used Indiegogo to refine their new noise-masking
sleepbuds™ prototype. By offering a limited number of
units at an exclusive price, the company wanted to get
real feedback on their latest innovation before releasing
for it worldwide distribution. (source.campaing “Bose
Noise-masking Sleepbuds”)
• Honeywell partnered with Indiegogo to launch two
different home security systems (the most recent was
an Alexa-enabled smart security system with facial
recognition). Collectively, the launches raised over
$600k for innovative new technology.

INNOVATORS FIND THE BEST PARTNERS
Successful innovation in the coming years will be as much
about partnership as it is about product development.5
High profile startups have found themselves fumbling the
ball when it comes to keeping up with the latest regulations,

The average time to detect a breach in the Americas
is 99 days and the average cost is $4 million.12

NEW THIS YEAR: Design and Sourcing
This year’s CES show has an entire area dedicated to Design and Sourcing, where brands connect to buyers.
“Who thought of this? Why does it look the way it does? Where was it made? I have an idea for something that
will revolutionize the industry, too!”
— Brian Moon, VP, International Sales, CTA13
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Meta Trend: THE DATA PARALLEL UNIVERSE IS BORN AND IT’S HAVING TWINS!
We are now living in an almost entirely parallel universe. There’s the “real” analog world, and its ever-growing Digital Twin. Mixed
Reality, Augmented Reality, Artificial Intelligence, Haptics and extremely sophisticated data systems have allowed us to create a
digital copy of things that can be used to test (both safely and quickly) a variety of hypotheses for improvements.
“A digital twin is a virtual model of a process, product or service. It’s the pairing of the virtual and physical worlds that
allows analysis of data and monitoring of systems to prevent downtime, develop new opportunities and even plan for
the future by using simulations.”
— Bernard Marr, Forbes14

DIGITAL TWINS AND MANUFACTURING

DIGITAL BODY DOUBLES

Coined by General Electric, “digital twins” define an important
improvement in manufacturing.15 Digital twins can be nearly
identical to the real thing (such as Tesla car digital twins) or a
somewhat crude simulation that allows manufacturers to test
approaches to engineering problems. The twin of a product
may become an important part of the map used to create its
physical double—from advanced drawings to directing the
robot arms that are used to build the IRL(in real life) product.

Scientists are already envisioning a day when a fully realized
and personalized digital twin will integrate all the scans and
AI systems into an electronic version of a human patient. IoT
devices are being designed to measure vast human details
such as heartrate, breathing, sleep, activity, stress, and
more. Over the next few years, it is reasonable to expect that
patients will be storing their genome and that doctors will use
this information in their practice.18 Advances may also speed
new medical products and procedures through the arduous
regulatory process.19 The digital twin market is expected to be
valued at USD 15.66 Billion by 2023.20

“The ultimate vision for the digital twin is to create,
test and build our equipment in a virtual environment,
only when we get it to where it performs to our
requirements do we physically manufacture it.”

CITIES GET SMARTER
Smart cities are leveraging the digital twin trend through
data visualization and communications optimization. The
city of Singapore created Virtual Singapore, a digital twin that
will help city planners and stakeholders gather data from
virtual networks throughout the city. This gives planners
the opportunity to explore local transit connections, traffic
conditions, weather patterns, or public health data.21

― John Vickers, NASA Principal Technologist
in the area of Advanced Manufacturing16

AI POWERS TWINS
Of the technologies that power digital twins, AI is the most
important. In order for digital models to behave the way actual
systems do, those models must carry system intelligence
—whether seated in a single processor or a swarm of IoT
devices working together. There’s no doubt that the Artificial
Intelligence or AI market is exploding. Spending for AI has
sky-rocketed from around $300 million in 2015 to a projected
$30 billion by 2025.17 This spending is focused largely in small
processors and devices that work together in a swarm to
mimic real world situations: in medicine, retail, entertainment,
homes and manufacturing.

gcn.com

dnvgl.com

In San Diego, California the city has announced it will deploy
3,200 GE Current CityIQ sensor nodes to create a city IoT
network, leveraging smart technology as part of a carbon
footprint reduction strategy.
“The goal is to put our hands on the heartbeat and
nervous system of the city as our way of building a
smart city app store.”
― David Graham,
Deputy Chief Operating Officer, San Diego

The digital twin market is expected to be valued at
USD 15.66 Billion by 2023.
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NEW INTERFACES ARE BORN
One of last year’s major CES trends was the integration of voice
activated smart speakers or intelligent personal assistants.
This year voice isn’t the only ‘new interface’ coming to the
mass market. The digital twins trends will launch haptics,
facial recognition, eye scanning and fingerprint ID’s as well.
Time Inc.

THE SELF-DRIVING AI SWARM
Autonomous vehicles have a strong presence on the floor at
CES, which has become one of the largest car shows in the
world. Cars are becoming a swarm of sensors and decision
making applications. These sensors determine when a car
is too close to another car, when it is swerving and when an
object is in the way. Such systems interact with one another in
the car and with systems outside the car (traffic lights, other
cars, etc.) Google/Waymo, GM and Zoox, along with about 40
other companies, are already testing 285 self-driving cars in
cities around the US.24

Jibo, a digital assistant robot that can perform voiceactivated tasks in your home, was funded on Indiegogo,
and made the cover of Time Magazine in November 2017
as part of the feature “25 Best Innovations of 2017.” 22

Technologies like Tanvas allow you to feel texture on a
touchscreen via a new haptic feedback technology that
utilizes ultrasonics. From here, these technologies will move
rapidly into teaching modes - imagine a force field that keeps
your fingers away from a hot surface. There are even VR tech
shoe demos that allow the wearer to feel a rough or a wet
texture under their feet.

ces.tech

At the Pyeong Chang Olympic Winter Games, Visa will
be rolling out an all new sensory branding campaign.
Visa conducted extensive consumer research in eight
countries; 83% of its respondents said the sound or
animation cues positively impacted their perception of
the Visa brand.23
“By 2030, 95% of U.S. automobile miles traveled will be
in on-demand, autonomous electric-vehicle fleets, in a
new business model called transport as a service.”

For media companies, brands and content creators, thinking
about all five senses will be a strategic necessity. User
experiences are going to evolve around texture, gesture, sight
and smell.

CELEBRATING CORPORATE INNOVATION

― Michael Trotty, Wall Street Journal25
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Meta Trend: NEW WORLD CITIZENS: MILLENNIALS MAKE THE MOLD
Recently millennials overtook baby boomers as the largest generation in the US. Naturally, this tech-loving group has affected
many areas of consumer electronics. As Millennials come on board as the largest generational block in the workforce, it is
important to understand citizenship from a Millennial viewpoint.

MILLENNIALS WANT THEIR SMART HOMES

INDIEGOGO HIGHLIGHTS:

A recent study conducted by Wakefield Research determined
that 86 percent of millennials are willing to pay more for
a rental property or a house if it has smart home gear26 an
average of 20% more.27

• STEMosaur is a robot that kids can interact with to learn
about science and math. The more a child uses it, the
more STEMosaur can learn to tailor its answers to their
age, interests, and skill levels.

Key drivers of this movement among millennials: smart home
tech has become wireless, is easy to install, and ‘smart homes’
support another millennial trend—being green. Trending tech
includes smart thermostats which save on energy bills, smart
security systems—including wireless surveillance and keyless
doors and locks—smart watering systems which save the
planet, and voice activated assistants which sprang onto the
market last year.

• PlayDate is a smart pet toy that lets pet owners play
with their furry friends even when they’re apart.
• Exploride turns your car
into a smart car, letting
drivers safely use maps,
listen to music, send text
messages, and access
information while driving.

BeON

• Solar Roadways turns any road into solar panels,
marking an important step towards creating
technology that helps to make the world a better,
cleaner, more energy efficient place. It also represents
a millennial trust in technological solutions to solve
large global problems.

MILLENNIALS WANT THEIR FAMILY TECH
For those expecting, tech-savvy millennials have come to
depend on different kinds of products for protection and
care. Last year’s Bump Moms and Tech Survey found that a
full 76% of surveyed moms consider the tech factor when
contemplating products for their babies.29 Key categories
include fertility products (such as the AVA fertility tracking
bracelet), safety and sleep products (such as the Happiest
Baby Snoo Smart Sleeper), and social sharing products (such
as Kaishi) that sends the baby’s heartbeat to a smart phone
for parents to share.

“Today’s smart home products no longer require
professional installation and ongoing subscriptions,
many are now plug-and-play options,”
― John Buffone, Executive Director,
Connected Intelligence28

mykaishi.com

cnet.com
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Although they are discerning buyers, 86% of Millennials
are more likely to splurge on products for their pets than
themselves.30 The PitPat is an IoT device that shares
information about how much Fido has exercised,31
and the ProFlight Pathera Cat Drone comes with three
interchangeable cat toys and a 2MP camera for capturing
kitty’s most sharable moments.

It’s all about people wanting see, feel, and touch
the facts for themselves before believing what the
company says, and blockchain allows that to happen.”
― Mark Andrich, Founder & CEO,
Sustainable Platform36

PitPat

While vast amounts of cash have been raised in the past
year to fund competing cryptocurrencies, future tech savvy
consumers will not be looking for a way to replace Bitcoin
or Etherium, but rather for ways that blockchain can make
products better. For example, OpenLaw, from Consensys, is
essentially a blockchain-based protocol for the management
and creation of legal agreements.37 Time will tell when the
blockchain-based, bank-free future envisioned by millennials
will come to pass.

MILLENNIALS HAVE DIFFERENT BRAND
RELATIONSHIPS
Millennials have grown up with constant bombardment via
advertising and branding around their content and in their
content, resulting in a healthy skepticism around the necessity
for brands. While the main retail system or operating systems
(Amazon, Google and Apple) remain important, Millennials
are far more likely than other groups to look at brands from
other parts of the world and choose products based on
features and price rather than simple brand awareness.

“While our senior customers are more conservative,
the Millennials are much more open to these
expenditures. If it’s on Shark Tank, they want it.”
― Zack Grey, Creator & owner, The Urban Pet32

CES’ Eureka Start-UP zone will be full of innovation and heavy
involvement from Korean and Chinese manufacturers. To
hold the millennial audience, middle-tier companies will need
to be prepared to fight, armed with technological spremacy,
and not just superior ad budgets.

MILLENNIALS MANAGE MONEY DIFFERENTLY

ces.tech

The demand by millennials for transparency in every aspect
of their financial lives has fueled significant changes in
FinTech over the past year. One in five millennials believe that
banks will no longer be people’s primary financial systems
and one in three believe they will no longer need a bank within
five years.33 When millennials do connect with their banks, it’s
often through their mobile phones. The average millennial has
three financial apps on their phone and are 2.6 times as likely
to have used a banking mobile app than other generations.
Many millennials are considering blockchain technology
and avoiding banks altogether. Blockchain, best known as
the technology behind Bitcoin, is a transparent method for
electronically passing files that cannot be copied and retaining
an unalterable history of the files’ provenance.34 54% have
expressed concern about the security of mobile devices for
banking transactions—making the move to blockchain even
more likely.35
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MILLENNIALS SEE THEMSELVES AS CITIZENS
OF THE WORLD
Millennials, more than any other generation, view themselves
as global citizens. With technology by their side, they desire
to play a part in shaping their own future. Guided by the
values of collaboration and connection, traveling to new
places, interacting with people different from themselves,
and connecting to people from different cultures and global
news via social media, allows them to create the world they
want ahead of them. A better understanding of their world as
a whole brings about a stronger initiative to preserve and use
it wisely.39
As of late, the concept of ‘capacity capture’ has
come to rise. “This means finding and unlocking
exciting new sources of value, or finding new ways
to eliminate any wasted resource.”40
Companies like LeanPath have come online to help businesses
analyze and eliminate food waste. Banco de Alimentos, a
Sao Paulo-based food bank, created reverse food delivery—
allowing food delivery drivers to use the return trips they
make back to the restaurant to ask for
donations for the food banks. Urban
mining takes end of use electronics
destined for a landfill and utilizes them
to harvest useful resources or to provide
technology to underserved markets.41

MILLENNIALS MANAGE THEIR ONLINE
REPUTATION
Many millennials have learned (sometimes the hard way)
that one’s online reputation is an important asset that must
be managed properly. While they still post baby pictures,
cat pictures, and baby cat pictures, many millennials are
creating very separate online identities for work and play.
Now, in virtually any career, a powerful social media presence
is considered an important asset.
Qnary, an executive online reputation growth company, did a
study on professionals use of social media in 2017 and found:

LeanPath

• Over 73% answered positively when asked how they
view senior leaders that have an active professional
social media presence.

Research from Millennial Marketing, a research initiative
focused on Millennial data shows that nearly 40% of
millennials will engage with a service or a product when that
business supports a cause. 45% of millennials also believe
that a company can provide a more direct route to contributing
to a cause. They prioritize ‘purpose and sustainability’ more
than economic rewards.42

• Over 90% of those surveyed stated that they look up
other executives to review their backgrounds.
• 63% stated that an active professional presence can
help their careers.
• Over 75% of professions were likely to very likely to use
social media more professionally over the next year.38
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Meta Trend: 21ST CENTURY CONTENT
For many years, improvements in the content experience were about the 3 “B’s” of screens—meaning screens that were bolder
(HDR), bigger (4K) and brighter (OLED). But entertainment or content in its many forms is moving beyond the B’s to an entirely
new model of engagement.

ABOUT THOSE SCREENS

COMPUTERS CREATE CONTENT

Last year saw the introduction of many OLED (Organic
Light Emitting Diode) screens. OLED screens are capable of
providing absolute blacks and extremely bright whites on a
per pixel basis because the light to each pixel is controlled by
how much electronic current you send it. This is one key to
OLED’s excellent picture quality and one reason consumers
will be looking closely at OLED tech this year.

AI is playing a big role in the future of content discovery.
Netflix uses an AI engine, called Meson, to review what we are
watching and recommend things we might like to watch. What
is most striking is the notion of using machines equipped with
AI to create the content itself.
20th Century FOX - YouTube

Major manufacturers including Sony, Panasonic, and Philips
are in the game, and screen tech leader LG continues to wow
with OLED screens that curve, move and can be formed into
massive color tunnels. Samsung is still committed to its own
take on LED technology called QLED, but whatever
you call it, once you’ve
experienced that kind
of picture quality you
never want to go back.
“My estimate is that [in the next five years] 50% of all
content will be developed by machines, with oversight
and editing by humans.”
― Nancy Shenker, author “Embrace the Machine:
111 Ways AI Will Change Your Marketing Job”46

Sharp

Sharp has announced it will sell the world’s first
8K TV in Europe in 2018, eying the 2020 Olympics.
NHK of Japan has committed to broadcasting the
event in 8K resolution.43

Fox recently worked with IBM to use AI to create a trailer
for “Morgan”— its new horror movie about AI. IBM’s Watson
platform analyzed hundreds of existing horror movie trailers to
learn what kept people watching minute after minute. Watson
then analyzed all the available movie clips to find the 10 that
best matched its horror movie hook criteria. The 10 scenes
were then consolidated into a trailer by a human editor. Also
in the horror genre, Jack Zhang’s movie “Impossible Things”
was reportedly co-written by AI software.

In 2018, consumers can look for most smart TV functionality
to be offloaded to third party offerings like Roku, Amazon
Fire and Apple TV. Meanwhile, on the mobile phone front,
Samsung has announced its aim to release a mobile phone
with a folding screen in 201844, with Huawei announcing a
competing model as well.45

Techradar.com
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE
— NEW WORLD STYLE

IMMERSIVE CONTENT
Since its $2 billion purchase of Oculus VR in March 2014,
Facebook continues to innovate around immersive content
with its 360-degree video Live broadcasting solution. Dubbed
Live 360, it marries Facebook’s existing live streaming
features to pre-recorded 360-degree videos. A recent
addition to the app is the “Suggested Tab”. Like the Facebook
feed, this brings videos into your Live 360 feed that have been
shared by friends. Facebook also updated support for Gear
VR by including functionality for the Gear VR controller. This
move attempts to challenge the stigma of 360 videos and
integrate more traditional VR headsets. With the launch of
Facebook Spaces, a virtual reality meeting and interaction
space, Facebook enters the social VR space. And Magic Leap
is poised to finally release it’s consumer grade mixed reality
glasses in 2018.

The notion of a “choose your own adventure” story is hardly
new. This concept has been around for decades in book
form and many years in the form of interactive advertising
and alternate ending video sites. HBO plans to unveil a new
iteration of this concept come January 22, 2018. Awardwinning filmmaker Steven Soderbergh has teamed up with
Casey Silver and writer Ed Solomon to create an interactive
storytelling app like none other. Unlike traditional branching
adventure stories, the path you pick influences the way
you perceive the story. Viewers are invited to see the same
narrative from different perspectives and go deeper to
understand what is actually happening.
HBO

“Fundamentally, we are focused on people connecting
with people they know to do things they would
ordinarily do in real life. Have a game of chess. See a
comedy show, watch some videos.”
— Eric Romo, CEO and Founder of Altspace, VR2347
Social VR is poised to be the juggernaut that drives massive
adoption to VR. For sports programming, education and
other categories, it strives to be the place where people can
meet from around the world, attend free live events, and play
interactive games with friends.

INDIEGOGO HIGHLIGHTS:
• The Fan Controlled Football league (FCFL), née
FANchise, is an Indiegogo alum that’s taken
the concept of “choose your own adventure” to
professional sports. The fans control everything
about the Salt Lake Screaming Eagles, from lineups
to uniforms to plays. They are also Indiegogo’s first
Initial Coin Offering (ICO), letting fans purchase
cryptocurrency that can be used to further
participate in the league. (Press: GQ, Geekwire)

Indiegogo

Father i.o. has been dubbed “the world’s first real-life
Augmented Reality First Person Shooter”. This app
(fully funded on Indiegogo) is a massive multiplayer
game that allows players to engage in laser tag on
their smart phones.48
• Consumers are used to the diverse functionality that
touchscreens bring to our phones, so why should
our TVs be any different? TouchJet Wave turns any
TV into a touchscreen tablet. You can stream movies
and television shows, play music and games, make a
customizable dashboard, and whiteboard ideas—all
on the largest screen you own.

Another format that will drive VR and AR adoption are
location-based VR experiences. Location-based VR is a
virtual reality experience by a user or player who is physically
located in a room equipped with high-end VR devices. These
‘theaters’ or ‘ arcades’ are exploding with major investments
across the world. In China, VR pods (A freestanding modular
‘POD’ that provides VR experiences with integrated haptics)
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CNN.com

are up and running in more than 1,000 Chinese theaters
provided by VR promoter 87870. Companies like The Void,
Dreamscape Immersive and VRcade are preparing for a
much broader adoption of location VR with experiences in
Las Vegas, Universal Studios and Knott’s Berry Farm, and
content from main stream providers like Nickelodeon, Warner
Brothers and Fox.

OVER THE OVER THE TOP
OTT has become deeply embedded into our entertainment
lives. The idea of waiting to watch a particular television show
feels delightfully quaint. With many households now spending
more money for on-demand video systems (like Netflix) than
traditional cable, some analysts predict OTT will overtake
traditional TV within the next five years. Global year over year
growth rates for OTT range between 30 and 50%.

“Safe to say the VOD ad market is a $1 Billion ad
marketplace. Regular living room broadcast is not only
not dying, but thriving when you include VOD and OTT.”
— Ed Knudson,
VP, Product and Strategy - Canoe Ventures52

Netflix boasts over 100 million subscribers with Amazon
Prime in second at over 66 million. Hulu comes in with
a mere 12 million subscribers yet is hauling in record
breaking revenues.49 An exciting battle is shaping up
for 2018 as juggernauts Amazon and Facebook are
expected to battle it out in OTT bids for major sports live
streaming rights.50

Canoe Ad Impressions
2014 through Q3 2017

TV STILL HERE
Based on the output of several analysts, 2018 is approximately
the 15th consecutive year to mark the end of cable and
broadcast TV. However, for those with boots on the ground,
TV and cable are still going strong—given that you provide
a powerful and efficient on demand delivery system. Adtech
company Canoe Ventures, which provides software and
services to national TV programming networks) recently
reported a +48% year over year increase in ad impressions
from 2016 to 2017, and now reaches over 36 Million US
households.51 While brands need to keep an eye on new digital
opportunities for marketing, advertising on traditional media
is by no means going away.

Canoe Ventures
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Meta Trend: RETAIL REINVENTED
Both in-store and online, technology is revolutionizing the shopping experience. New sorts of outlets are popping up to place
products into customers’ lives at the right place, time, and price. Powering this makeover is an ecosystem of tools that monitor
and track inventory and sales, including virtual and augmented reality, data analysis, and artificial intelligence.53

SENSORS SHAPE YOUR SHOPPING

DATA DRIVES THE PERSONALIZED SHOPPING
EXPERIENCE

While not outwardly sexy or even noticeable, sensors are
quietly changing the way we shop, talk and drive. These IoT
devices are exceptionally useful for helping retailers better
understand which parts of the store attract shoppers’
attention, which parts of the store are difficult or unpleasant
to navigate, lead to the discovery of new and novel ways to
reach out to shoppers, and manage loss prevention.54 The
ascendancy of data is also driving two other important
economic forces. AI is providing new ways to manage and
manipulate data to personalize the shopping experience
and network shopping data in novel ways, and 5G is pushing
a brand new, mobile-first, and deeply connected world that
drives swarms of shoppers and autonomous vehicles.

While the retail trends tend to focus on the move to
e-commerce as opposed to brick and mortar shopping,
critical changes are happening within the e-commerce space
as well. Good old-fashioned email still drives more revenue
than all other social networks combined, pushing customers
to web sites to make final purchases. In other news, disruptive
companies like Rebel are poised to help customers make
purchases directly from inside their email boxes.56
GoRebel.com

UPSELLING SPORTS FANS
The path to purchase at sports arenas is being enhanced by
digital activations. Smart stadiums not only empower fans to
find greater enjoyment in the game, but also collect millions of
data points from the consumers themselves to optimize their
visit and create more sales opportunities. The Sacramento
Kings Golden 1 Center features rolling security robots and
an app that addresses and works to improve every aspect of
the fan experience. A plethora of smaller apps have surfaced
including PogoSeat, which allows fans who have arrived at
the stadium to find other open seats, check out the view from
that alternate seat and upgrade.

“It will guide you to your parking spot. It will tell you how to get to your seat. And just like that, the phone becomes your
remote control. Even if your kid drops a hot dog, we’ll get him a new hot dog before your kid starts crying.”
— Vivek Ranadivé, Sacramento Kings owner55
Venturebeat.com
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PC Mag

Companies like JustFab use fashion style quizzes to learn
more about what their customers like to wear and custom
curate e-commerce opportunities for specific shoppers.57
Stores (digital and physical) collect up to the moment data
to tailor prices moment by moment to maximize revenue.
High loyalty, high volume customers might regularly receive
specific incentives to keep them on board. Lower volume
bargain shoppers might get a one time price break to get
them to hit that buy button or walk to the register.
As U.S. consumers bunker-up with extensive mail filters and
ad blockers (expected to increase from 44 million in 2016 to
100 million in 2020), the importance of relevant ads and the
idea of featuring a customer’s name and details about them
in the ad may help (at least in the short term)58. Companies
like AdGreetz have developed sexy templates that cleverly
integrate viewer names, locations, dates and other basic data
into audio or video clips. (How great is it for Big Bird or your
favorite sports hero to ask you specifically click on a button
or join a mailing list?59)

The culture of the mall-walkers is alive and well. A
startup company in China is featuring “husband
storage”, small glass pods where serious shoppers
can park their husbands with a fizzy drink, a comfy
chair and a selection of 90’s video games.62

THAT’S RETAILTAINMENT – EXPERIENCES
SELL RETAIL
I’ll take your Black Friday and raise you China’s Alibaba’s
Singles Day. This one-day celebration of consumption and
commerce started as a rebellion against Valentine’s Day
(another huge retail holiday in China). This year’s Singles
Day Gala was an entertainment extravaganza featuring
sexy dance numbers, tons of live music, exceptionally high
production values, and a galaxy of stars including Pharrell
Williams, Nicole Kidman, The Blue Man Group and Kris Wu.
Shoppers spent a staggering $25 billion dollars in 24 hours.60

VR and AR are likely to be important platforms for retailers in
the years to come. Retailers Häagen-Daas, LEGO, and Ebay
have already made important forays into Virtual Reality, and
Goldman Sachs estimates that by 2025, the retail segment of
the VR space alone will garner 32 million users with a value of
$1.6 billion.63
Perfect Corp, a suite of AR
beauty apps including YouCam
Makeup, YouCam Perfect,
YouCam Nails and YouCam
fun, has provided another
wonderful example of AR for
retail this year. The super-fun
filter apps, first envisioned by
Alice Chang, allow customers
to augment their photos with
Swarovski Crystals, holidayinspired makeup and virtual
jewelry.64

This represents the combination of retail and entertainment,
playfully dubbed ‘retailtainment’. Additional experiences
are often around food. Urban Outfitters is meeting TargetStarbucks by recently acquiring gourmet casual pizza outlet
Pizzeria Vetri to feed the hungry hipsters that hang out at
their establishment.61 And if you make it easy and fun, people
engage. Crate & Barrel allows customers to use tablets to
scan item barcodes, learn more about products, add them
to registries or even get them boxed up to take home from
within the store aisles.
Vend / Crate & Barrel

Perfecrt Corp

Tying directly into the concept of capacity capture, companies
like Outernets are using windows of abandoned stores to both
advertise products, and sell them. The company, helmed by
former Israeli multimedia artists Omer and Tal Golan, works
with digital advertisers to place high-tech ads in storefront
spaces. Raw demographic data is collected based on who
stops to take a look.
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helps eliminate shopping cart abandonment (typically an
average of 70% ). Amazon is already looking at AI technology
to determine when you are going to run out of toilet paper and
automatically send you more (which is essentially no click
purchasing.)
As mobile-first content creation, shopping, and IoT
connections continue to grow, the bandwidth becomes
ever more crowded. With this in mind, mobile creators and
retailers are looking to new 5G technology to fuel explosive
growth within the mobile economy. 5G (which stands for 5th
generation), while not a standard, is expected to dramatically
increase the available bandwidth for video transmission,
data delivery, online shopping and the IoT. While several
different technologies are being explored, the primary tool for
increasing available bandwidth is going to a higher frequency
on the available spectrum band.
Mobile network telecom gear maker Ericsson sees the
number of 5G subscriptions nearly doubling in 2023
from 2022 to reach one billion in what would be a global
break-through year for the emerging technology.67

MOBILE-FIRST SHOPPING AND THE 5G
REVOLUTION
Mobile phone shopping has continued to grow in 2017. On
Black Friday, 29% of the record-breaking $2.9 billion in
sales were completed on mobile phones—up from 27%
in the previous year.65 The numbers are expected to climb
significantly higher in 2018. This happens as Amazon’s
patents on its one click purchase technology expire, and Apple
and Google are expected to unveil true one-click technology
of their own.66 One benefit of true one-click purchasing—it

As of the end of 2017, the US government announced a new
tax overhaul which is expected to boost 5G development
for the major telcom operators as it will provide some
financial relief from the cost of roll out. The government also
announced ‘a secure 5G internet capability’ as a domestic
strategy to improve infrastructure, create a more competitive
environment and improve the quality of life.68

Seek to Solve
A Post CES Masters Workhop

Bring CES to your teams!
An agile-inspired workshop where we seek out the most valuable insights observed
at CES that can be applied to solve your most pressing business, marketing, content
and/or product challenge.
Contact us to learn more! Info@story-tech.com | (213) 973-7990
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About StoryTech:
Keeping up with the pace of change in technology + media is fundamental toward understanding evolving consumer behaviors and
tastes. This is the foundation of the work we do for storytellers — whether they be brands, advertising agencies, networks, studios,
or new-model content companies. From there, StoryTech partners closely with clients to develop these learnings into meaningful
business strategies, test-and-learn roadmaps, and managed technology trials.
Contact information: Info@story-tech.com | (213) 973-7990.

About Indiegogo
Indiegogo is the place to discover clever and unique innovations in tech and design before they go mainstream, including hundreds
of products shipping right away. Indiegogo’s crowdfunding campaigns are where new and groundbreaking ideas take flight. With
thousands of campaigns launching every week, there’s ingenious tech, creative design, and much more around every corner —
often with special pricing for early backers as well as equity opportunities. Indiegogo’s marketplace is loaded with clever and
surprising innovations in tech, design, and more — all with guaranteed shipping - with many products sourced from successful
crowdfunding campaigns. The company was launched in 2008 and is headquartered in San Francisco, with offices in New York and
Los Angeles. For more information, visit indiegogo.com and follow us at twitter.com/indiegogo and facebook.com/indiegogo.
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